
The Beer CollectionThe Beer Collection

As the trend in craft beer continues so does our 
collection.  With the addition of a new capacity to 
our Pub Pilsner Collection, we have extended our 
footprint into the world of real beer!  

See the reverse side for a listing of our top selling 
Beer items and their recommended uses.
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Our Pub Pilsner is ideal 
for customizing!

Item # Item Description Dimensions Case 
Pack

G3844 Pub Pilsner 16 Oz. H: 8" T:2 3/4" B:2 3/4" M: 3" 3 Dz.

36230 Pub Pilsner 20 Oz. H:8 1/2" T:3 1/4" B:2 7/8" M:3 
3/8"

2 Dz.

36229 Pub Pilsner 23 Oz. H:9" T:3 1/8" B:2 7/8" M:3 3/8" 2 Dz.
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Pub and Ale Glasses
The most popular style beer glass, each region of 
the world has it’s own version.  America loves the 
Mixer, Germany cherishes the Willi Becher and 
England enjoys the Tulip and the Nonic.  Serve  
regional ales and lagers in it’s own style of glass.  
Cardinal’s 24 pub and ale glasses are sure to 
satisfy every authentic taste.  

Footed Beers , Chalices & 
Goblets
While pleasing to the eye, Footed Beer, Chalice and 
Goblet glasses also enhance the beer experience.  The 
Cervoise glasses have a slight flare near the rim for 
perfect head retention and to capture the aroma of 
your beverage.  Scottish Ales, Barley Wines, Belgian ales 
and other aromatic beers are served best in Cardinal’s 
Cervoise. Chalices and Goblets such as the Elemental 
10 Oz. Goblet, is the ideal glass for enjoying heavy 
Belgian ales, German Doppelbocks and Eisbocks. For 
head retention and deep enjoyable sips, the wide 
mouth of Chalices and Goblets are the best choice.

Tulip Nonic Willi Becher Mixer

Cervoise Goblet

Mugs
Mugs are a classic beer vessel used by all.  The 
handled glass  is served frosted and it’s thick 
glass sustains the serving temperature. The 
Cardinal Collection of mugs serve up a variety of 
strength, and can easily be customized.  Enjoy 
the rich color of a lager from a mug for  the 
perfect presentation.

Sport Mug Britannia Mug Minden

Pilsners
The thin long shape of a pilsner glass is perfect 
for showcasing the sparkling color, clarity and 
carbonation of the world’s beers.  Our Pub 
Pilsner and Grand Pilsner collections are best 
for enjoying wheat beers.  The flared opening 
of the Linz Pilsner collection and Cin-Cin Beer 
retains the fluffy head of Belgian Ales and 
traps the aroma of these specialty beverages.  
Choose from 22 pilsners to find the perfect 
match for each pour.

Linz Martigues GrandPub

Choose the right Choose the right 
glass for each beer glass for each beer 
servedserved
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